Detection of atherosclerotic plaque with two monoclonal antibodies. 2P1A2 monoclonal antibody is specific for smooth muscle cells in atherosclerotic plaque.
We investigated two monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) which recognize rabbit atherosclerotic tissues. In particular, one antibody, 2P1A2, is specific for rabbit aortic smooth muscle cells (RASMCs). We used RASMCs in primary culture to produce and screen MAbs directed towards the cell surface. The specificity of the described antibodies was tested on a battery of tissue cryosections of different origin (rabbit, rat and human) by immunological staining. 2P1A2 shows an exclusive immunolabeling for SMCs present inside rabbit atherosclerotic plaque. This MAb shows inside the fibrous plaque a staining similar to two other SMC-specific antibodies (anti-desmin and anti-alpha-actin). In an early stage of atherosclerosis, close to the internal elastic lamina, underlying a fibrous plaque, 2P1A2 detects some SMCs; in contrast, anti-desmin and anti-alpha-actin fail to stain such SMCs. This antibody may be therefore considered as directed specifically against SMCs in an activated state. The other antibody which we describe, 1PC1, stains a pericellular antigen expressed by cultured SMCs and shows a specificity for smooth muscle tissues. 1PC1 MAb strongly stains the fibrous plaque of atherosclerotic rabbit aorta and the recognized epitope is present inside the aortic media. These two antibodies may be useful in the recognition of vascular SMCs during the atherosclerotic process.